
Bar & Menu Descriptions/Lore 
 

Beer Station 
Beers 
Limulax Red 
Description 
Limulax Red brewed on the Limulax home planet and is one of their major exports. The drink of choice for 
Limulax post-battle celebrations. Color suspiciously similar shade of red to human blood. Foam/head is 
extremely bubbly and will continuously bubble (bubbles look similar to when blowing into soapy water with a 
straw). Tastes like a sour style beer with a heavy iron flavor.  
Tap Handle Appearance 
An aggressive post-battle Limulax wrapped around tap handle.  
 
Soma’s Meatiocre  
Description 
Appearance is that of an average lager. “For the hardworking drone that can’t be bothered to think, there’s no 
choice but Soma’s Meatiocre.” Most popular beer among the blue-collar working class. Doesn’t taste especially 
good. Packed with nutrients, and made with real meat (though the company has never specified what kind of 
meat). Many suspect (and are correct in this suspicion) that it contains chemicals/drugs that cause consumers 
to become more submissive, docile, and ‘content’. Many companies have made this the default drink to serve at 
work functions as well as giving out coupons/ discounts for the beer in lieu of raises and bonuses. 
Recommend that this be the defaut, starting beer. 
Tap Handle Appearance 
Very utilitarian. Simply has a creepily content smiley face. 
 
Roy’s Ale Tea 
Description 
A dark ale brewed with Cerenian tea leaves. The tea leaves used are known to cause hallucinogenic effects in 
certain races. The tea gives the drinker illusions of grandeur,  commonly inflating their ego and causing them to 
believe they are entitled to high ranking social/political positions (ie royalty).  
Tap Handle Appearance 
Tap handle has the image of a bouquet of tea leaves adorned with a golden crown. 
 
Green Ooze Booze 
Description 
Liquid is thick and viscous, more plasma than liquid in consistency. Literally oozes out of tap handle. Resembles 
Nickelodeon slime. In-game description hints at the origins being similar to Slurm from Futurama.  



Tap Handle Appearance 
Looks like green slime poured over the tap handle.  
 
Rocket’s Red Glare 
Description 
A spicy, fiery (literally) drink. Blasts out of the tap like a rocket. Spout turns red from heat. Appearance once 
poured looks like lava. Foam/head of beer looks like black smoke. Once poured, liquid appears to be constantly 
boiling. 
Tap Handle Appearance 
Tap handle looks like a rocket blasting off 
 

Equipment 
Tap Design Concept:  

 
Real world tap handle design for reference: 



 
 

Wine Station 
Wines 
Fleeting Sunshine (of the Spotty Mind) Mede 
Description 
A drink to remember. While many people like to ‘drink to forget’ this specialty wine is made for those who would 
rather remember what they’ve forgotten. Handmade with organic memberberries and crafted by Dorinian monks 
to create a fine wine you’ll never be able to forget! A favorite of students, detectives, widows, and alcoholic 
altimizers. Effects of Fleeting Sunshine only last as long as the buzz does. Appearance: liquid is shimmering 
golden color. Mildly opaque. 
 
Void 
Description 
Do you hear it? The void is calling you. Gaze into it’s depths and find it looking back. Do not be afraid, the void 
embraces all.   
Appearance: Liquid is black, (almost) impossibly so. No shine or shaddows. Bottle is small and appears to be 
empty until poured.  
 
Hazy Palm 
Description 
A chill lo-fi drink to study to. A rose for the computer age and the return  to 
vaporwave. The pink color of a warm sunset over a neon grid terrain.  Bottle 
logo is classic synthwave/outrun/vaporwave palm tree sunset neon. 
 
Medusa’s Nethers 
Description 
Gets you pleasurably stoned. The rich, earth aroma comes from the ample amount of Athenian Rock fruit(that 
somehow managed to grow in the Gorgon asteroid belt) which are a close relative to the Halycon Dreameater . 
This drink hits the person in waves, alternating between relaxing feeling and escalating to energizing its 



consumer, making them yearn for just one more drink. The bottle is made to resemble a coiled snake wrapped 
around a bottle.  
 
Sparkle 
Description 
A shimmering silver sparkling wine. For when you need to be the center of attention. Flowery fragrance and tingly 
sweet, makes you feel light enough to rise above all the haters. Made with distilled unicorn urine and crystalline 
sweat collected from the brow of the earth goddess Beyonce. Bottle logo is a unicorn horn with crystal sweat. 
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